Abstract. Vision-based gaze trackers that utilize corneal reflections of IR lights are vulnerable to users wearing glasses. IR reflection on eye glasses overlap with pupil region to interfere gaze estimation. This overlap problem should be resolved properly when the moving region of user is relatively large. In this paper, we propose a solution to handle the overlapping problem in gaze tracking for users wearing glasses. One of the two IR sources will be turned off when it becomes a problematic glint on the glasses. We propose a model that calculates gaze point with the remaining single glint. The proposed method was implemented on our state-of-the-art gaze tracker. The tracked results showed that our proposed model with the remaining glint preserved the accuracy of the system.
Introduction
Most of vision-based gaze tracker utilize infra-red (IR) illuminators to estimate gaze direction by locating the glint on the cornea [1] - [5] . This IR light source, however, becomes problematic when the user is wearing eye glasses. Often the IR reflection on the glasses becomes very large enough to overlap most part of pupil. This prevents further process in gaze estimation that requires the information of pupil center as well as glint center. Few studies have mentioned on this issue. In case of gaze trackers allowing free movements of a user, this must be solved for a perfect gaze tracker.
In this paper, we propose a non-intrusive gaze tracking method for users wearing eye glasses. We use two IR light sources and turn one of them off when a large glint on the glasses blocks the pupil. This is a valid approach because two light sources will not generate interfering glints at the same time if two IR sources are sufficiently distant. Original system described in [4] uses average position of two corneal reflections to calculate gaze. We make a model to approximate the offset to average position from one glint, using geometric information of the system. This method is implementing on the state-of-the-art gaze tracker [4] to verify the performance.
System Overview
The proposed method is implemented on the gaze tracker in [4] . Fig. 1 shows that the system consists of two wide view cameras, a narrow view camera, which captures the right eye of the user, mounted on pan and tilt unit, and two IR illuminators. The detailed process of gaze estimation is described in [4] . 
Interfering Glint Elimination
Large glints can be detected in the eye image after thresholding that the threshold value is determined locally. This helps to find glints regardless of light changes. When the number of max valued pixels is over 250, we judge that there are big glints. After that, we count the number of successive frames that pupil center is not detected, to catch the overlap. If the frames are accumulated 30 frames (about 1 sec), we start to turn each IR source off until the problematic glint is removed. Fig. 2 shows the eye image that the overlapping glint is removed and pupil center is detected. and are glints in the image plane. At reference position, the camera optic axis intersects the center of eyeball and the cornea at . is projected to on image plane which can be calculated to the average of two glints. and are projection of and on the camera optic axis. As the cornea is modeled as a convex mirror, the offset from each glint to average position of two glints in the image can be described as follows:
Virtual Glint Center Acquisition from One Glint
where and are the radius of eyeball, focal length and optical center of the narrow view camera respectively. Right image of Fig. 3 shows the changed formation when the user moves to a new position. The subscript is changed to n which stands for new position. The offset from one glint to average position can be described as follows:
similar to (2) . By substituting (2) and (3) with trigonometric approximation, we can obtain the following equation as:
This shows the relationship between the reference position and new position about the offset from one glint to average position. The average point of two glints can be calculated from modified equation of (4) that relates the two offsets between the position of user calibration and current position, in the same way as [4] . 
Experimental Results
The proposed method is evaluated as described in [4] . The average angle errors of 5 subjects are shown in Table I . The first column in the table is the result of gaze estimation using average position from two glints. Next two columns are the results of using a proposed model with one glint. The rightmost two columns are the results from setting the average position as left or right glint itself. This table demonstrates that our model remarkably increase gaze estimation accuracy that is similar to the accuracy of using both glints. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose the gaze tracking method for users wearing glasses. For this, we turned off one of the IR light that causes interfering glint on glasses. Adaptive threshold is applied to find large glints robustly. We propose a model that calculates the average position of two glints from only single glint. In the experimental results, the proposed method efficiently estimates the average position of two corneal reflections from one reflection while keeping the accuracy of the gaze estimation to the original system.
